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PREMIUM TECH
SUPPORT SERVICES

TRANSFORMING COST CENTERS
TO PROFIT CENTERS



For more than 50 years, the core objective of most sourcing engagements and IT spending has been to reduce 
cost, automate back-office business processes and manage IT remotely.  Traditional (reactive) support budgets 
have been steadily shrinking, despite the steady increase in the number of devices, and growing needs of users.

At the same time, traditional product revenues are declining due to the growing popularity of the 
anything-as-a-service model and the dramatic increase in competition, making new revenue-generating 
opportunities increasingly important.

Even as budgets and revenues shrink, the number of connected devices increases, creating the need for unified, 
device-agnostic support.

Meanwhile, the focus on customer experience (CX) has steadily increased for the last decade.  CX needs to be 
monitored, managed and monetized in real time to drive successful consumer engagements.  When customers 
face a lack of support for out-of-warranty or out-of-scope services, their frustration negatively impacts your brand 
– whether or not the issue is caused by your product or service.
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CSS Corp’s Premium Tech Support Services transforms your cost center into a profit center by offering 
customers paid support contracts for out of warranty or end of life devices and services – delivering greater 
customer satisfaction, new revenue sources, and lower support costs. A specialized customer support model 
powered by analytics, fuels top-line revenue growth and creates new avenues for profit, apart from nurturing long 
lasting customer relationships.  We cover the entire connected ecosystem with unlimited contacts and include a 
satisfaction-guaranteed “no-questions-asked” refund policy for unresolved issues.

Customer Engagement Reimagined

Increase in Customer
Experience Focus

Declining 
Operations Budgets

Declining Revenue
Streams

Increase in Number of 
Connected Devices

Premium Tech Support Services
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Most organizations are yet to realize the hidden potential of their customer support function as a growth catalyst.  
The key is converting their CapEx-heavy cost center into a CX-focused profit center. Organizations need an 
experienced vendor and a ready-to-deploy solution that combines customer service, self-help, knowledge base, 
analytics and operational expertise.  CSS Corp provides that solution through it’s Premium Tech Support offering, 
which includes: 

•  White-labelled packaged solution for rapid deployment
•  End-to-end solution includes tech support, analytics, knowledge base, self-help and mobile
•  Omni channel support across voice, email, chat, remote login, mobile app and video
•  Device-agnostic support covering installation, connectivity, performance, presales questions  

 functionality, and interoperability
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CSS Corp has over two decades of experience supporting technology companies across the entire connected 
ecosystem and related curated knowledge content.  Our Premiums Tech Support services provides support 
organizations with tangible benefits through our focus on not only reducing the total cost of operations but 
improving quality, agility and customer satisfaction. 

CSS Corp helps companies launch revenue-generating support services and delight their customers with robust, 
best-in-class services that place us at the forefront of the industry.  We feature:

Advanced customer analytics platform 

•  Ongoing customer journey analysis identifies optimal sales cycle to maximize revenue and improve  
 customer experience

•  Customer engagement calendar across subscription
•  User preferences and account entitlements to maximize effectiveness of interactions Unique Support  

 Automation Framework
•  Moves you from reactive to proactive support model.  
•  Predictive AI-based analytics with intelligent automation and self-heal lets you anticipate and correct  

 issues before they occur

Proprietary tools and accelerators

•  YODAA:  Our AI-based Virtual Assistant Platform is an integral part of customer engagement. 
•  GADET:  Mobile led out-of-the-box experience for Omni-channel customer engagement
•  ACTIVE INSIGHTS: Customer Intelligence Platform identifies next-best action

Commitment to Your Success

•  Guaranteed top-line growth and revenue generation 
•  Alignment to your objectives as a true partner through outcomes-based pricing models

Customer Engagement Reimagined
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CSS Corp is a new age IT Services and Technology Support company that harnesses the power of AI, automation, analytics, cloud and digital to address 
customer needs. The company partners with leading enterprises to help realize their strategic business outcomes. Its team of 5,500 technology 
professionals across 16 global locations are passionate about helping customers differentiate and succeed.

A large telecom and networking company in the USA uses CSS Corp’s premium tech support services to reduce 
their customer support operations cost significantly while generating new product and service revenues. CSS 
Corp was named their “Partner of the Year” in 2017 for the outstanding services provided. 

This organization had a historical cost of $3 per incoming support call. Our model has enabled them to offset the 
support operations cost completely and today they generate revenue of $1.09 per call on support.  In just two 
years, the customer also experienced:

•  Increased Average Sale Value by 37%
•  Improved Customer Experience with average customer satisfaction scores over 92% and net promoter 

scores to over 82% with levels sustained 
•  Increased Conversion Rate and significant top-line revenue growth by 110%  
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To learn more about how CSS Corp can help you turn costs to revenue, visit us at www.csscorp.com or contact 
us directly at info@csscorp.com today!

Customer Engagement Reimagined

In today’s digital economy, product and service success is often defined by ease of use and support quality, 
impacting satisfaction ratings and buying choices. A specialized platform like Premium Tech Support drives 
innovation and fuels top-line revenue growth while nurturing long lasting customer relationships.

According to Forrester Research, 80% of customer experience (CX) professionals say that their organization's 
goal is to be a CX leader in their industry. CSS Corp is increasingly adding advanced technologies to its Premium 
Technology Support services that enables companies to proactively engage with their customers and improve 
customer experience.

The central aspects of CSS Corp’s PTS are to enhance CX, improve top-line revenue and grow new revenue for 
our customers, based on the insights generated by our analytics engine. These solutions are woven into the core 
PTS services or offered as a standalone service to augment an existing product or service. PTS services have 
raised the bar on customer experience, helping companies build deeper customer relationships with 
contextualized and personalized experiences.
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